
This tutorial provides instructions for purchasing Babe Ruth League online courses in bulk. 

Visit https://us.humankinetics.com/blogs/babe-ruth-league. From the home page, click the 
“Buy Course” tab from the left-hand menu. 
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From this screen, click the “Order Now” button for the course you want to purchase.
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On this screen, adjust the quantity and click “Add to Cart” button.
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In this scenario, we’re purchasing 10 of the baseball courses. Adjust the quantity and click 
“Add to Cart” button.
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If you’re done shopping, select “Check Out.” Note that you see references to “shipping” 
during checkout. Be assured that nothing will be shipped to you and you won’t be charged 
for shipping. Everything your coaches need to complete the online course is delivered 
electronically from within the course. There are no print materials that accompany the 
course. 

If you are purchasing baseball and softball courses at the same time, click the “Continue 
shopping” button instead of “Check out.”
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In this scenario, we’re only purchasing the baseball course. Click “check out” from this 
screen. 
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For the purposes of this tutorial, we’re assuming that you have never visited this site 
before. On this screen, select the “Create an account” button.
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Enter your name (first and last), email address, and password. Select “Create and account” 
button to proceed. 
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Sample competed form. Click “Create an account” to move to the next screen. 
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On this screen, check the “I’m not a robot” box and click “Submit.”
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Enter your contact information on the shopping cart page. Next, click the “Continue to 
payment” tab. 
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Enter your credit card information on this screen and click “Pay now.”
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This is the order confirmation screen. Print this screen for your records. You will also be 
sent an order confirmation email. In addition, you’ll receive a second email containing 
instructions on how to distribute your online courses. 
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This shows how the order confirmation and course-access emails appear in your inbox 
(yours may look different than this). To distribute your courses, open the email “Distribute 
Digital Products (Do Not Reply).“ 
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This screen shows the content of the email. Click the “Click here” text link to access your 
course inventory. Note: Keep this email. You’ll need to refer to it each time you want to 
assign a course (assuming you don’t assign all courses at the same time). This concludes 
the tutorial on purchasing courses in bulk. For instructions on how to distribute courses, 
see the “How to distribute courses in bulk” tutorial. 
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